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We consider the contextual fraction as a quantitative measure of contextuality of empirical models,
i.e. tables of probabilities of measurement outcomes in an experimental scenario. It provides a
general way to compare the degree of contextuality across measurement scenarios; it bears a precise
relationship to violations of Bell inequalities; its value, and a witnessing inequality, can be computed
using linear programming; it is monotone with respect to the “free” operations of a resource theory
for contextuality; and it measures quantifiable advantages in informatic tasks, such as games and a
form of measurement based quantum computing.
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Introduction.—Recent results have established the roˆle
of contextuality as a resource for increasing the compu-
tational power of specific models of computation [1, 2],
including enabling universal quantum computation [3].
From this perspective, it is particularly relevant to look
for appropriate measures of contextuality, and indeed to
pose the question of what constitutes a good measure.
In this Letter, we propose a measure of contextuality—
the contextual fraction—which provides a quantitative
grading between non-contextuality, at one extreme, and
maximal contextuality, at the other. A maximally con-
textual empirical model is one that admits no proper
decomposition into a convex combination of a non-
contextual model and another model. In this sense, it
is meaningful to consider both the non-contextual and
contextual fractions of any no-signalling empirical model.
These definitions are made in the general setting of
the approach to contextuality introduced in [4], in which
nonlocality is seen as a special case of contextuality.
We show that the contextual fraction has a number of
desirable properties: (i) it is fully general in the sense
that it applies in any measurement scenario; (ii) it is
bounded and normalised, taking values in the interval
[0, 1], with 0 indicating non-contextuality and 1 indicat-
ing strong contextuality, so it may be used to sensibly
compare the degree of contextuality of empirical models
not just in a given measurement scenario but also across
scenarios; (iii) it has a precise relationship with violations
of Bell inequalities, being the maximum normalised viola-
tion attained by the empirical model for any Bell inequal-
ity on the corresponding measurement scenario; (iv) both
the contextual fraction and a witnessing Bell inequality
are computable using linear programming—these were
implemented and used for computational exploration of
some quantum examples; (v) it is monotone with respect
to a range of operations on empirical models that intu-
itively do not generate contextuality, and thus constitute
natural “free” operations in a resource theory of contex-
tuality, analogous to the resource theory of entanglement
under LOCC operations [5], and subsuming existing re-
source theories for nonlocality [6–8]; (vi) finally, it is re-
lated to a quantifiable increase of computational power
in a certain form of measurement-based quantum com-
putation, sharpening the results of [2], and similarly to
advantage in games.
We leave for future work an analysis of the relation-
ship between the contextual fraction and other possible
measures [33], and further development of (vi).
General framework for contextuality.—We briefly sum-
marise the framework introduced in [4]. The main objects
of study are empirical models: tables of data, specify-
ing probability distributions over the joint outcomes of
sets of compatible measurements.
A measurement scenario is an abstract description
of a particular experimental setup. It consists of a triple
〈X,M, O〉 where: X is a finite set of measurements; O
is a finite set of outcome values for each measurement;
and M is a set of subsets of X. Each C ∈ M is called
a measurement context, and represents a set of mea-
surements that can be performed together.
Examples of measurement scenarios include multipar-
tite Bell-type scenarios familiar from discussions of nonlo-
cality, Kochen–Specker configurations, measurement sce-
narios associated with qudit stabiliser quantum mechan-
ics, and more. For example, the well-known (2, 2, 2) Bell
scenario, where two experimenters, Alice and Bob, can
each choose between performing one of two different mea-
surements, say a1 or a2 for Alice and b1 or b2 for Bob,
obtaining one of two possible outcomes, is represented as
follows:
X = {a1, a2, b1, b2} O = {0, 1}
M = {{a1, b1}, {a1, b2}, {a2, b1}, {a2, b2}} .
Given this description of the experimental setup, then
either performing repeated runs of such experiments with
varying choices of measurement context and recording
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2TABLE I: Two empirical models on the (2, 2, 2) Bell scenario:
the well-known CHSH model [9], obtained from local projec-
tive measurements equatorial at angles 0 (for a1, b1) and pi/3
(for a2, b2) on the maximally entangled two-qubit Bell-state
|Φ+〉 = 1√
2
(|00〉+ |11〉); and the Popescu–Rohrlich box.
A B 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
a1 b1 1/2 0 0 1/2
a1 b2 3/8 1/8 1/8 3/8
a2 b1 3/8 1/8 1/8 3/8
a2 b2 1/8 3/8 3/8 1/8
A B 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
a1 b1 1/2 0 0 1/2
a1 b2 1/2 0 0 1/2
a2 b1 1/2 0 0 1/2
a2 b2 0 1/2 1/2 0
the frequencies of the various outcome events, or calcu-
lating theoretical predictions for the probabilities of these
outcomes, results in a probability table as in Table I.
Such data is formalised as an empirical model for the
given measurement scenario 〈X,M, O〉. For each mea-
surement context C, there is a probability distribution
eC on the joint outcomes of performing all the measure-
ments in C; that is, on the set OC of functions assigning
an outcome in O to each measurement in C.
We require that the marginals of these distributions
agree whenever contexts overlap, i.e.
∀C,C ′ ∈M, eC |C∩C′ = eC′ |C∩C′ ,
where the notation eC |U with U ⊆ C stands for marginal-
isation of probability distributions (to ‘forget’ the out-
comes of some measurements): for t ∈ OU , eC |U (t) :=∑
s∈OC ,s|U=t eC(s). The requirement of compatibil-
ity of marginals is a generalisation of the usual no-
signalling condition, and is satisfied in particular by all
empirical models arising from quantum predictions [4].
An empirical model is said to be contextual if this
family of distributions cannot itself be obtained as the
marginals of a single probability distribution on global as-
signments of outcomes to all measurements, i.e. a distri-
bution d on OX (where OX acts as a canonical set of de-
terministic hidden variables) such that ∀C ∈M, d|C =
eC . Equivalently [4], contextual empirical models are
those which have no realisation by factorisable hidden
variable models; thus for Bell-type measurement scenar-
ios contextuality specialises to the usual notion of non-
locality.
In certain cases, one can witness contextuality from
merely the possibilistic, rather than probabilistic, in-
formation contained in an empirical model—i.e. which
events are possible (with non-zero probability) and which
are impossible (with zero probability). A yet stronger
form of contextuality occurs when no global assignment
of outcomes is even consistent with the possible events:
an empirical model e is said to be strongly contex-
tual if there is no global assignment g ∈ OX such that
∀C ∈M, eC(g|C) > 0. An example is the Popescu–
Rohrlich box (Table I). This is the highest level in the
qualitative hierarchy of strengths of contextuality intro-
duced in [4].
The contextual fraction.—Given two empirical models
e and e′ on the same measurement scenario and λ ∈ [0, 1],
we define the empirical model λe+(1−λ)e′ by taking the
convex sum of probability distributions at each context.
Compatibility is preserved by this convex sum, hence it
yields a well-defined empirical model.
A natural question to ask is: what fraction of a given
empirical model e admits a non-contextual explanation?
This approach enables a refinement of the binary notion
of contextuality vs non-contextuality into a quantitative
grading. Instead of asking for a probability distribution
on global assignments that marginalises to the empirical
distributions at each context, we ask only for a subprob-
ability distribution [34] b on global assignments OX that
marginalises at each context to a subdistribution of the
empirical data, thus explaining a fraction of the events,
i.e. ∀C ∈M, b|C ≤ eC . Equivalently, we ask for a convex
decomposition
e = λeNC + (1− λ)e′ (1)
where eNC is a non-contextual model and e′ is another
(no-signalling) empirical model. The maximum weight
of such a global subprobability distribution, or the maxi-
mum possible value of λ in such a decomposition is called
the non-contextual fraction of e, and generalises the
local fraction previously introduced for models on Bell-
type scenarios [10] [35]. We denote it by NCF(e), and the
contextual fraction by CF(e) := 1− NCF(e).
The notion of contextual fraction in general scenarios
was introduced in [4], where it was proved that a model is
strongly contextual if and only if its contextual fraction
is 1. In fact, in any convex decomposition of the form
(1) giving maximal weight to the non-contextual model,
the other model will necessarily be strongly contextual.
This means that any empirical model e admits a convex
decomposition
e = NCF(e) eNC + CF(e) eSC (2)
into a non-contextual and a strongly contextual model.
Note that eNC and eSC are not necessarily unique.
Computing the contextual fraction via LP.—The task
of finding a consistent probability subdistribution with
maximum weight for a given empirical model can be for-
mulated as a linear programming problem. This is a re-
laxation of the test for contextuality by solving a system
of linear equations over the nonnegative reals from [4].
Fix a measurement scenario 〈X,M, O〉. Let n :=
|OX | be the number of global assignments g, and m :=∑
C∈M |OC | = |
{〈C, s〉 | C ∈M, s ∈ OC} | be the num-
ber of local assignments ranging over contexts. The in-
cidence matrix [4] M is an m × n (0, 1)-matrix that
records the restriction relation between global and local
assignments:
M[〈C, s〉, g] :=
{
1 if g|C = s;
0 otherwise.
3An empirical model e can be represented as a vector
ve ∈ Rm, with the component ve[〈C, s〉] recording the
probability given by the model to the assignment s at
the measurement context C, eC(s). This vector is a flat-
tened version of the table used to represent the empirical
model (e.g. Table I). The columns of the incidence ma-
trix, M[−, g], are the vectors corresponding to the (non-
contextual) deterministic models obtained from global
assignments g ∈ OX . Recall that every non-contextual
model can be written as a mixture of these. A probabil-
ity distribution on global assignments can be represented
as a vector d ∈ Rn with non-negative components sum-
ming to 1, and then the corresponding non-contextual
model is represented by the vector Md. So a model e is
non-contextual if and only if there exists a d ∈ Rn such
that:
Md = ve and d ≥ 0 .
Note that the first condition implies that d is normalised.
A global subprobability distribution is also represented
by a vector b ∈ Rn with non-negative components, its
weight being given by the dot product 1 · b, where 1 ∈
Rn is the vector whose n components are each 1. The
following LP thus calculates the non-contextual fraction
of an empirical model e, with NCF(e) = 1 · b∗ where b∗
is an optimal solution:
Find b ∈ Rn
maximising 1 · b
subject to Mb ≤ ve
and b ≥ 0 .
(3)
Violations of generalised Bell inequalities.—We now
provide further justification for viewing the contextual
fraction as a measure of contextuality by relating it to
violations of contextuality-witnessing inequalities.
An inequality for a scenario 〈X,M, O〉 is given by a
vector a ∈ Rm of real coefficients indexed by local as-
signments 〈C, s〉, and a bound R. For a model e, the
inequality reads a · ve ≤ R, where
a · ve =
∑
C∈M,s∈OC
a[〈C, s〉] eC(s) .
Without loss of generality, we can take R to be non-
negative (in fact, even R = 0) as any inequality is equiv-
alent to one of this form. We call it a Bell inequality if
it is satisfied by every non-contextual model. This gener-
alises the usual notion of Bell inequality, which is defined
for Bell-type scenarios for nonlocality, to apply to any
contextuality scenario. If, moreover, it is saturated by
some non-contextual model, the Bell inequality is said
to be tight. A Bell inequality establishes a bound for
the value of a ·ve amongst non-contextual models e. For
more general models, this quantity is limited only by the
algebraic bound
‖a‖ :=
∑
C∈M
max
{
a[〈C, s〉] | s ∈ OC} .
Note that we will consider only inequalities satisfying
R < ‖a‖, which excludes inequalities trivially satisfied
by all models, and avoids cluttering the presentation with
special caveats about division by 0.
The violation of a Bell inequality 〈a, R〉 by a model e
is max{0,a · ve − R}. However, it is useful to normalise
this value by the maximum possible violation in order
to give a better idea of the extent to which the model
violates the inequality. The normalised violation of
the Bell inequality by the model e is
max{0,a · ve −R}
‖a‖ −R .
Theorem 1. Let e be an empirical model. (i) The nor-
malised violation by e of any Bell inequality is at most
CF(e); (ii) if CF(e) > 0, this bound is attained, i.e. there
exists a Bell inequality whose normalised violation by e
is CF(e); (iii) moreover, for any decomposition of the
form (2), this Bell inequality is tight at the non-contex-
tual model eNC (provided NCF(e) > 0) and maximally
violated at the strongly contextual model eSC .
The proof of this result is based on the Strong Duality
theorem of linear programming [11]. It provides an LP
method of calculating a witnessing Bell inequality for any
empirical model e. The symmetric dual of (3) is the
following LP:
Find y ∈ Rm
minimising y · ve
subject to MT y ≥ 1
and y ≥ 0 .
(4)
The Strong Duality theorem says that, if b∗ is a solution
for (3), then there is a solution y∗ for (4) satisfying
1 · b∗ = y∗ · ve. (5)
Defining a∗ := |M|−11 − y∗, one can show using (5)
that the Bell inequality determined by a∗ as the vector
of coefficients and with bound R = 0 satisfies parts (ii)
and (iii) of the Theorem. A detailed proof is provided in
the supplemental material [36].
Monotonicity.—A key desideratum of a useful measure
of contextuality is that it be a monotone for the free op-
erations of a resource theory for contextuality. A fuller
treatment of this subject will be presented in a forthcom-
ing article by the authors; here, we consider the proper-
ties of the contextual fraction with respect to some of
these operations.
4We consider the following operations: first, transla-
tion of measurements (including restriction to a smaller
set of measurements, replication of measurements, etc.);
secondly, coarse-graining of outcomes. Special cases of
these give isomorphic relabelling of measurements and
outcomes. We also consider operations that combine two
empirical models to build a new one. The first of these is
probabilistic mixing with a weight λ ∈ [0, 1]. The sec-
ond is controlled choice: given empirical models e and
e′ on scenarios 〈X,M, O〉 and 〈X ′,M′, O〉 respectively,
e & e′ is defined on the scenario 〈X unionsq X ′,M unionsqM′, O〉
by (e & e′)C := eC for C ∈ M and (e & e′)C′ := eC′ for
C ′ ∈ M′. The third is a product: e ⊗ e′ is an empiri-
cal model defined on the scenario 〈X unionsqX ′,M ?M′, O〉,
where M ?M′ := {C unionsq C ′ | C ∈M, C ′ ∈M′}, by (e ⊗
e′)CunionsqC′〈s, s′〉 := eC(s) e′C′(s′) for all C ∈ M , C ′ ∈ M′,
s ∈ OC , and s′ ∈ OC′ .
These operations can be used to construct any local
empirical model on Bell scenarios starting from a very
simple “generator”: a deterministic model over a sin-
gle measurement. This is illustrated in the supplemental
material.
Theorem 2. The contextual fraction is invariant un-
der relabellings, and non-increasing under translation of
measurements and coarse-graining of outcomes. For the
combining operations, it satisfies the following properties:
• CF(λe+ (1− λ)e′) ≤ λCF(e) + (1− λ)CF(e)
• CF(e& e′) = max{CF(e),CF(e′)}
• CF(e⊗ e′) = CF(e) + CF(e′)− CF(e)CF(e′)
A consequence of this result is that, for any of the
combining operations, when e′ is a non-contextual model
(and thus composing with e′ is a free operation), CF acts
as a monotone: the contextual fraction of the new model
is at most that of e (in fact, with equality holding for
both choice and product).
Computational explorations.—General computational
tools in the form of a Mathematica package have been
developed implementing the two LPs described above to
calculate, for any empirical model in any scenario: the
(non-)contextual fraction, a decomposition of the form
(2), and the generalised Bell inequality from Theorem
1-(ii) for which the maximal violation is achieved. The
package also calculates quantum empirical models from
any (pure or mixed) state and any specified sets of com-
patible measurements.
As an example to illustrate the use of this package, we
consider the empirical models obtained from local mea-
surements on various n-qubit states. On each qubit, we
allow the same two local measurements, equatorial on the
Bloch sphere, parametrised by angles φ1 and φ2. Figure 1
plots the contextual fraction of the resulting models as a
function of these angles.
Computational explorations of this kind can be a useful
tool for guiding research, pointing the way to conjectures
and results (e.g. [12–14]). A more detailed analysis of the
examples from Figure 1, leading to the characterisation
of a family of strongly contextual models arising from
n-partite GHZ states, can be found in the supplemental
material.
Applications to quantum computation.—Contextuality
has been associated with quantum advantage in certain
information-processing and computational tasks. One
use for a measure of contextuality is to quantify such
advantages.
One computational model in which contextuality has
been associated with an advantage is measurement-based
quantum computation (MBQC). An l2-MBQC is a pro-
cess with m classical bits of input and l of output, using
an (n, 2, 2) empirical model (n parties, 2 measurement
settings per party, 2 outcomes per measurement) as a
resource. The classical control—which pre-processes the
inputs, determines the flow of measurements by choosing
which sites to measure next and with which measurement
setting (potentially depending on previous outcomes),
and post-processes to produce the outputs—can only per-
form Z2-linear computations. The additional power to
compute non-linear functions thus resides in certain re-
source empirical models.
In [2, Theorem 2] it was shown that if an l2-MBQC pro-
cess deterministically calculates a non-Z2-linear Boolean
function f : 2m −→ 2l, then the resource is necessarily
strongly contextual. A probabilistic version was also ob-
tained in [2, Theorem 3]: contextuality must be present
whenever a non-linear function is calculated with a suf-
ficiently large probability of success. By analysing that
proof, we extract a sharpened version of this result estab-
lishing a precise relationship between the hardness (non-
linearity) of the function, the probability of success, and
the contextual fraction.
The average distance between two Boolean func-
tions f, g : 2m −→ 2l is given by d˜(f, g) :=
2−m| {i ∈ 2m | f(i) 6= g(i)} |. The average distance of f
to the closest Z2-linear function is denoted by ν˜(f).
Theorem 3. Let f : 2m −→ 2l be a Boolean function
and consider an l2-MBQC that uses the empirical model
e to compute f with average success probability p¯S over
all 2m possible inputs, and corresponding average failure
probability p¯F = 1− p¯S. Then, p¯F ≥ NCF(e)ν˜(f).
Note that for deterministic computation (p¯S = 1) of a
non-linear function (ν˜ > 0), we require strong contextu-
ality (NCF(e) = 0), recovering the deterministic result in
[2]. More generally, for a given non-linear function, the
higher the desired success probability the larger the con-
textual fraction must be. Additional details, including
a rigorous presentation and proof, may be found in the
supplemental material.
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FIG. 1: Plots of the contextual fraction for empirical models obtained with projective measurements at φ1 and φ2 in the X–Y
plane for each qubit on the states: (a) the Bell state |Φ+〉 := |00〉+|11〉√
2
; (b) |ψGHZ(3)〉; (c) |ψGHZ(4)〉, where the n-partite GHZ
state (n > 2) is given by |ψGHZ(n)〉 = |0〉
⊗n+|1〉⊗n√
2
.
Similar results can be obtained to quantify advantage
in games, generalizing XOR games on Bell scenarios. A
game is specified by n boolean formulae, one for each
context, which describe the winning condition that the
output must satisfy. If the formulae are k-consistent,
meaning that at most k of them have a joint satisfying
assignment, then the hardness of the game is measured by
(n−k)
n . One can show that p¯F ≥ NCF(e) (n−k)n , relating
the probability of success, the non-contextual fraction,
and the hardness of the task. See [15] for the relation
with Bell inequalities, from which a proof of this result
follows. Details are given in the supplemental material,
Theorem 4. Further development of these ideas is a topic
for future research.
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A. Contextual fraction and violations of Bell
inequalities (Proof of Theorem 1)
Theorem 1 establishes the close link between the con-
textual fraction of an empirical model and the violation
of generalised Bell inequalities by that model. In the
main text, we presented this result along with the broad
idea of its proof, with particular emphasis on the lin-
ear program that calculates the Bell inequality for which
a given model achieves a maximal violation. For com-
pleteness, we include here the detailed proof of the three
statements.
As a preliminary remark, we note that the Strong Du-
ality theorem of Linear Programming does indeed apply
here, since the set of feasible solutions is bounded and
non-empty. Indeed, non-emptiness holds since the zero
vector is feasible, while boundedness holds since the con-
straints imply that every component of a vector satisfying
them must lie in the unit interval.
Theorem 1. Let e be an empirical model. (i) The nor-
malised violation by e of any Bell inequality is at most
CF(e); (ii) if CF(e) > 0, this bound is attained, i.e. there
exists a Bell inequality whose normalised violation by e is
CF(e); (iii) moreover, for any decomposition of the form
e = NCF(e)eNC + CF(e)eSC , this Bell inequality is tight
at the non-contextual model eNC (provided NCF(e) > 0)
and maximally violated at the strongly contextual model
eSC .
Proof. (i) This follows from the decomposition of e into
a non-contextual and a strongly contextual models,
e = NCF(e)eNC + CF(e)eSC .
For any Bell inequality, determined by 〈a, R〉, with ‖a‖ >
R, the left-hand side of the inequality for the model e
adds up to
a · ve
= { by decomposition above and linearity of (a · −) }
NCF(e)a · veNC + CF(e)a · veSC
≤ { since a · veNC ≤ R and a · veSC ≤ ‖a‖ }
NCF(e)R + CF(e) ‖a‖
=
NCF(e)R + CF(e)R + CF(e) (‖a‖ −R)
= { by NCF(e) + CF(e) = 1 }
R + CF(e) (‖a‖ −R) .
Therefore, since ‖a‖ > R, we have, as required,
a · ve −R
‖a‖ −R ≤ CF(e) .
(ii) Recall the LP (3) that yields the (non-)contextual
fraction of a model e. Its symmetric dual is the following:
Find y ∈ Rm
minimising ve · y
subject to Mᵀ y ≥ 1
and y ≥ 0 .
Under the transformation of variables
a := |M|−11 − y , (6)
where |M| is the number of maximal contexts in the sce-
nario, the above LP can then be equivalently restated as
follows:
Find a ∈ Rm
maximising a · ve
subject to Mᵀ a ≤ 0
and a ≤ |M|−11 ,
(7)
with solutions (resp. optimal solutions) of one optimi-
sation problem corresponding bijectively to those of the
other via the transformation (6). To see that this is the
case, note that:
Mᵀ a ≤ 0
⇔ { by eq. (6) }
Mᵀ (|M|−11 − y) ≤ 0
⇔ { by linearity }
|M|−1Mᵀ 1− Mᵀ y ≤ 0
⇔ { Mᵀ has exactly |M| 1-entries in each row }
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⇔
Mᵀ y ≥ 1
and
a ≤ |M|−11
⇔ { by eq. (6) }
|M|−11− y ≤ |M|−11
⇔
y ≥ 0 ,
showing that the feasibility conditions of the LPs (4) and
(7) are equivalent, and moreover that
a · ve
= { by eq. (6) }(|M|−11− y) · ve
= { by linearity }
|M|−11 · ve − y · ve
= { ve consists of |M | probability distributions }
1− y · ve , (8)
showing that y · ve is minimised exactly when a · ve is
maximised.
The idea is that the components of a solution vector a
(indexed by local assignments 〈C, s〉) are to be taken as
the coefficients of an inequality, with bound R = 0.
We first show that any feasible solution of the LP deter-
mines a Bell inequality, i.e. an inequality that is satisfied
by all non-contextual models. It suffices to show that it
is satisfied by the deterministic non-contextual models—
that is, those determined by a single global assignment
g : X −→ O—since all other non-contextual models are
convex combinations of these. Recall that the columns of
M (and so the rows of Mᵀ) are exactly the vectors repre-
senting these models. Hence, the fact that a determines
a Bell inequality is concisely expressed by the system of
linear inequalities
Mᵀ a ≤ 0 ,
which is one of the feasibility conditions of our LP (7).
The other feasibility condition, a ≤ |M|−11, is a
bound on the components of a. This acts as a nor-
malisation condition guaranteeing that, for any feasible
solution, the algebraic bound of the inequality (i.e. its
maximal violation) is at most 1:
‖a‖ =
∑
C∈M
max
{
a[〈C, s〉] | s ∈ OC}
≤
∑
C∈M
|M|−1
= 1 .
Consequently,
max{0,a · ve} ≥ (a · ve) max{0, ‖a‖} ,
and so (whenever the inequality corresponding to a is of
any interest, i.e. whenever 0 < ‖a‖) the normalised viola-
tion of the inequality by e is at least a · ve, the objective
function that the LP maximises. (In fact, for an optimal
solution, the two bounds above are attained: provided
e is contextual, the algebraic bound of the optimal in-
equality is 1 and its normalised violation by e is simply
given by a · ve, as we shall see at the end of this item.)
We now show that an optimal solution, a∗, to the
LP yields our desired inequality, whose violation by e
is CF(e). Let b∗ denote an optimal solution to the pri-
mal LP (3), meaning that 1 · b∗ = NCF(e). The Strong
Duality theorem of Linear Programming (see e.g. [11])
then says that the dual LP (4) also admits an optimal so-
lution y∗ and moreover that these two optimal solutions
are related by
y∗ · ve = 1 · b∗ . (9)
Hence, writing a∗ for the corresponding (via eq. (6))
optimal solution of (7), we have
a∗ · ve
= { by eq. (8) }
1− y∗ · ve
= { by eq. (9) (strong duality) }
1− 1 · b∗
= { b∗ is optimal solution to LP (3) }
1− NCF(e)
=
CF(e)
This shows that the normalised violation of the inequality
by the model e is at least CF(e). Since the opposite
inequality follows from the first item, this concludes the
proof that the model e attains a normalised violation
of CF(e) of the Bell inequality with coefficients a∗ and
bound 0. Incidentally, this implies in particular that the
algebraic bound of this inequality, ‖a∗‖, is equal to 1.
(iii) Consider any decomposition of the model e (which
satisfies CF(e) > 0) into a non-contextual and a strongly
contextual parts, with maximal possible weight on the
former:
e = NCF(e) eNC + CF(e) eSC . (10)
We want to show that the non-contextual part of the
model, eNC , saturates the inequality from the previous
item, and that the strongly contextual part, eSC , maxi-
mally violates it (i.e. achieves the algebraic bound, which
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goal is to show that
a∗ · veNC = 0 and a∗ · veSC = 1 .
Note that the inequalities
a∗ · veNC ≤ 0 and a∗ · veSC ≤ 1 (11)
follow from the fact that this is a Bell inequality for the
bound 0 and with algebraic bound 1.
For the opposite inequalities, recall from the previous
item that a∗ · ve = CF(e). Thus, we have:
a∗ · ve = CF(e)
⇔ { decomposition of eq. (10) and linearity }
NCF(e)a∗ · veNC + CF(e)a∗ · veSC = CF(e)
⇔
NCF(e)a∗ · veNC + CF(e)(a∗ · veSC − 1) = 0
But the left-hand side now is a convex combination of
two numbers which we know to be non-positive from eq.
(11). This can only be equal to zero when we have
NCF(e)a∗·veNC = 0 and CF(e)(a∗·veSC−1) = 0
hence we have that
a∗ · veNC = 0 and a∗ · veSC = 1
as long as NCF(e) 6= 0 and CF(e) 6= 0, respectively.
Remark. Incidentally, note that no use was made of the
assumption that CF(e) > 0 in the proof of item (ii),
and similarly for the first part of item (iii). However,
when CF(e) = 0, i.e. when the model e is non-contextual,
it may happen that the Bell inequality obtained by the
method described is trivial, in the sense that it is satisfied
not only by all non-contextual models but also by all no-
signalling ones. In that situation, it is an inequality (in
fact, an equality) defining the affine subspace of vectors
corresponding to no-signalling models. Indeed, this nec-
essarily happens for models in the relative interior of the
non-contextual polytope, for such a model cannot satu-
rate any proper Bell inequality that separates the non-
contextual from general no-signalling empirical models.
Therefore, even though the statement would strictly re-
main true given our definitions, we have chosen to include
the extra assumption to avoid it being misconstrued.
As noted in the main text, decompositions of the form
e = NCF(e)eNC + CF(e)eSC are not necessarily unique.
This can happen when there is a face of the no-signalling
polytope consisting only of strongly contextual models
(i.e. whose vertices are all strongly contextual) that is
parallel to a face of the non-contextual polytope. If these
faces have dimension at least 1 and the model e lies in be-
tween them, then any line going through e and intersect-
ing the two faces determines two models eNC and eSC ,
corresponding to the intersections. For all these lines, the
value of λ in the decomposition e = λeNC + (1 − λ)eSC
will be the same. An example of non-uniqueness in the
(3, 2, 2) Bell scenario is given by the models in Table II.
On the other hand, non-uniqueness cannot arise when the
scenario is such that there are no two adjacent strongly
contextual vertices of the no-signalling polytope, and
hence no face of the polytope consisting solely of strongly
contextual models: this is the case, for example, for the
(2, 2, 2) Bell scenario.
B. Computational explorations
Computational tools in the form of a Mathematica
package have been implemented, which can compute:
1. the empirical model arising from any quantum state
and any sets of compatible measurements;
2. the incidence matrix for any measurement scenario;
3. the contextual fraction of any empirical model us-
ing LP (3);
4. the Bell inequality of Theorem 1, using the dual LP
(4) (under change of variables).
We stress that these tools are completely general: they
can be applied to any pure or mixed quantum state in any
Hilbert space and to any sets of compatible observables
in that space, including Bell scenarios as a special case.
Equatorial measurements on the Bell state |Φ+〉.—As
an example of how the package can be used, we consider
a family of empirical models that can be obtained by con-
sidering local measurements on the two-qubit Bell state
|Φ+〉 = |00〉+ |11〉√
2
Recall that projective measurements on a qubit can
equivalently be represented by a point on the Bloch
sphere. Suppose that we allow the same two local mea-
surements on each qubit, and that these are equatorial
on the Bloch sphere, parametrised by angles φ1 and φ2
as in Figure 3. We assume these angles are in the interval
[0, pi) since φ and φ+pi correspond to the same measure-
ment up to relabelling the outcomes. One such model
is the Bell–CHSH model from Table I, which is obtained
when
(φ1, φ2) = (0, pi/3) .
We can use the package to plot the non-contextual frac-
tion of the resulting models as a function of φ1 and φ2
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TABLE II: Empirical models eSC1 , e
NC
1 , e
SC
2 , and e
NC
2 in a (3,2,2) Bell scenario, illustrating non-uniqueness of decomposition
(2). The models on the left are strongly contextual, those on the right are non-contextual, and 1/2eNC1 +1/2e
SC
1 = 1/2e
NC
2 +1/2e
SC
2
is an empirical model with contextual fraction 1/2.
eSC1 e
NC
1
A B C 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
a1 b1 c1 0 1/4 1/4 0 1/4 0 0 1/4
a1 b1 c2 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8
a1 b2 c1 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8
a1 b2 c2 1/4 0 0 1/4 0 1/4 1/4 0
a2 b1 c1 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8
a2 b1 c2 1/4 0 0 1/4 0 1/4 1/4 0
a2 b2 c1 1/4 0 0 1/4 0 1/4 1/4 0
a2 b2 c2 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8
A B C 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
a1 b1 c1 1/16 3/16 3/16 1/16 3/16 1/16 1/16 3/16
a1 b1 c2 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8
a1 b2 c1 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8
a1 b2 c2 3/16 1/16 1/16 3/16 1/16 3/16 3/16 1/16
a2 b1 c1 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8
a2 b1 c2 3/16 1/16 1/16 3/16 1/16 3/16 3/16 1/16
a2 b2 c1 3/16 1/16 1/16 3/16 1/16 3/16 3/16 1/16
a2 b2 c2 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8
eSC2 e
NC
2
A B C 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
a1 b1 c1 0 1/8 1/8 0 3/8 0 0 3/8
a1 b1 c2 0 1/8 1/8 0 1/8 1/4 1/4 1/8
a1 b2 c1 0 1/8 1/8 0 1/8 1/4 1/4 1/8
a1 b2 c2 1/8 0 0 1/8 0 3/8 3/8 0
a2 b1 c1 1/8 0 0 1/8 1/4 1/8 1/8 1/4
a2 b1 c2 1/8 0 0 1/8 0 3/8 3/8 0
a2 b2 c1 1/8 0 0 1/8 0 3/8 3/8 0
a2 b2 c2 0 1/8 1/8 0 1/8 1/4 1/4 1/8
A B C 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
a1 b1 c1 1/16 5/16 5/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16
a1 b1 c2 1/4 1/8 1/8 1/4 1/8 0 0 1/8
a1 b2 c1 1/4 1/8 1/8 1/4 1/8 0 0 1/8
a1 b2 c2 5/16 1/16 1/16 5/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16
a2 b1 c1 1/8 1/4 1/4 1/8 0 1/8 1/8 0
a2 b1 c2 5/16 1/16 1/16 5/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16
a2 b2 c1 5/16 1/16 1/16 5/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16
a2 b2 c2 1/4 1/8 1/8 1/4 1/8 0 0 1/8
|0〉
|1〉
φ1 φ2
θ = pi
2
φ = 0
FIG. 3: Equatorial measurements at φ1 and φ2 on the Bloch
sphere.
(Figure 1–(a)). It is interesting to note that the Bell–
CHSH model from Table I does not achieve the maximum
possible degree of contextuality among these models. In-
stead, the maxima of the plot occur when
{φ1, φ2} ∈
{{
pi
8
,
5pi
8
}
,
{
7pi
8
,
3pi
8
}}
.
All of the corresponding empirical models take the form
of Table III, with
p =
√
2 + 2
8
.
TABLE III: Empirical models corresponding to maxima of
the plot shown in Figure 1–(a), where p =
√
2+2/8. These
achieve the Tsirelson violation of the CHSH inequality.
A B 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
a1 b1 p (1/2− p) (1/2− p) p
a1 b2 (1/2− p) p p (1/2− p)
a2 b1 (1/2− p) p p (1/2− p)
a2 b2 (1/2− p) p p (1/2− p)
These can easily be seen to achieve the Tsirelson violation
of the CHSH inequality. Note that none of these models
are strongly contextual: this observation provided one
motivation to look for proofs that Bell states cannot wit-
ness logical forms of contextuality with a finite number of
measurements [12, 14], although they do so at the limit
where the number of measurement settings tends to in-
finity [24].
It may seem surprising at first that the degree of con-
textuality of the empirical models is not constant with
respect to the relative angle (φ2 − φ1) between measure-
ments, a fact that is apparent from the plot. For example,
the empirical model obtained when (φ1, φ2) = (0, pi/2) is
local, but if these values are shifted by pi/8 the resulting
empirical model achieves the maximum violation of the
CHSH inequality. As it happens, a rotation by Φ around
the Z-axis for each of the qubits is described by(
e−iΦ/2 0
0 eiΦ/2
)
⊗
(
e−iΦ/2 0
0 eiΦ/2
)
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=

e−iΦ 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 eiΦ
 . (12)
If one equivalently thinks of leaving the measurements
fixed and applying the rotations to the state instead,
note that this indeed introduces a relative phase of 2Φ
between the terms in |Φ+〉, explaining the difference in
the resulting empirical models.
Equatorial measurements on n-partite GHZ states.—
We can consider similar families of models for the n-
partite GHZ states [26], given for each n > 2 by:
|ψGHZ(n)〉 = |0〉
⊗n + |1〉⊗n√
2
(13)
Note that with n = 2 this would simply reduce to the
|Φ+〉 Bell state. For n > 2, Mermin considered the situ-
ation where each each of the n parties can perform Pauli
X or Y measurements, and gave logical proofs of strong
contextuality (nonlocality) via a parity argument which
he called ‘all versus nothing’ [27]. In [28] it was shown
that a very general form of all-vs-nothing contextuality
implies strong contextuality.
As before, we choose any two equatorial measurements
on the Bloch sphere, and make these same two measure-
ments available at each qubit. For |ψGHZ(3)〉 and |ψGHZ(4)〉
we obtain the plots shown in Figures 1–(b) and 1–(c),
respectively. The maxima of the plot for the tripartite
state reach CF(e) = 1, indicating strong contextuality,
and occur when
{φ1, φ2} ∈
{{pi
2
, 0
}
,
{
2pi
3
,
pi
6
}
,
{
5pi
6
,
pi
3
}}
. (14)
Of course, (φ1, φ2) = (pi/2, 0) correspond to the Pauli
measurements Y and X, respectively, yielding the usual
GHZ–Mermin model. The empirical models correspond-
ing to other maxima are identical up to re-labelling, and
so these provide alternative sets of measurements that
can be made on the GHZ state and still lead to the fa-
miliar all-vs-nothing argument for contextuality.
The situation is similar for n = 4, in which maxima of
CF(e) = 1 are seen to occur at
{φ1, φ2} ∈
{{pi
2
, 0
}
,
{
5pi
8
,
pi
8
}
,
{
3pi
4
,
pi
4
}
,
{
7pi
8
,
3pi
8
}}
.
(15)
We can see a pattern beginning to emerge in (14) and
(15), which leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 4. Equatorial measurements at
(φ1, φ2) ∈
{(
(n+ k)pi
2n
,
k pi
2n
)
| 0 ≤ k < n
}
on each qubit of the |ψGHZ(n)〉 state give rise (up to re-
labelling of measurements and outcomes) to the strongly
contextual GHZ–Mermin n-partite empirical model.
Proof. First, we know that this holds for k = 0, since
in that case we simply have local Pauli X and Y mea-
surements, the measurements prescribed in Mermin’s ar-
gument. For 0 < k < n, we can apply at each qubit
a rotation around the Z axis by the phase Φ := k pi/2n,
so that we continue to deal with the X and Y measure-
ments. It is necessary, however, to take account of the
relative phase introduced by these operations on the n-
qubit state. By generalising (12) it is clear that the state
obtained from |ψGHZ(n)〉 after rotating each qubit by Φ is
|GHZ(n,Φ)〉 = 1√
2
(|0 · · · 0〉+ einΦ|1 · · · 1〉) .
Notice that for the relevant values of Φ the relative phase
is a multiple of pi/2. Rotating only one of the qubits by
pi/2 an appropriate number of times brings us back to
the state |ψGHZ(n)〉, while each step changes the measure-
ments X and Y to −Y and X, respectively. Since −Y
is just the measurement Y with a relabelling of the out-
comes, the whole change simply amounts to relabelling
of measurements and their outcomes.
C. Monotonicity (Proof of Theorem 2)
First, we formally define the operations of translation
of measurements and coarse-graining of outcomes. For
the former, given an empirical model e on the measure-
ment scenario 〈X ′,M′, O〉, a second measurement sce-
nario 〈X,M, O〉, and a function f : X −→ X ′ that pre-
serves contexts, i.e. such that C ∈M implies f(C) ⊆ C ′
for some C ′ ∈ M′, we define the empirical model f∗e in
〈X,M, O〉 by pulling e back along the map f : for each
C ∈M and s ∈ OC ,
(f∗e)C(s) :=
∑
t∈Of(C),t◦f |C=s
ef(C)(t) .
For the latter, given an empirical model e on the mea-
surement scenario 〈X,M, O′〉 and a function h : O′ −→
O, we define an empirical model e/f on the scenario
〈X,M, O〉 as follows: for each C ∈M and s ∈ OC
(e/h)C(s) :=
∑
s′∈O′C ,h◦s′=s
eC(s
′) .
Two of the three combining operations were already
introduced formally in the main text. As for mixing, it
has the obvious definition: given empirical models e and
e′ in 〈X,M, O〉 and a weight λ ∈ [0, 1], the empirical
model λe + (1 − λ)e′ is defined, for each C ∈ M and
s ∈ OC , as
(λe+ (1− λ)e′)C(s) := λ eC(s) + (1− λ) e′C(s) .
We illustrate the use of the operations to construct
local models for Bell scenarios, as mentioned in the main
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text. We start from the generator G = {m 7−→ ∗}, which
sends a single measurement, deterministically, to a single
outcome. We define functions fi :: ∗ 7−→ i, i ∈ {1, . . . , l}
to relabel outcomes of measurements into the set O =
{1, . . . , l}. A deterministic model for a single agent with
k measurements {m1, . . . ,mk}, where measurement mj
is assigned outcome ij , is described (up to isomorphic
relabelling) by &kj=1G/fij . Let A be one such model,
and B another. Then the corresponding bipartite local
model is described by A⊗B. This obviously generalizes
to any number of parties. Finally, any local model can
be expressed as a mixture of deterministic local models.
We now present a detailed proof of Theorem 2 which
states the monotonicity properties of the measure of con-
textuality CF with respect to these five operations.
Theorem 2. The contextual fraction is invariant un-
der relabellings, and non-increasing under translation of
measurements and coarse-graining of outcomes. For the
combining operations, it satisfies the following properties:
• CF(λe+ (1− λ)e′) ≤ λCF(e) + (1− λ)CF(e)
• CF(e& e′) = max{CF(e),CF(e′)}
• CF(e⊗ e′) = CF(e) + CF(e′)− CF(e)CF(e′)
Proof. We shall prove the equivalent statements in terms
of NCF instead of CF.
Translation of measurements. Let e be a model
in 〈X ′,M′, O〉 and f : X −→ X ′ context-preserving.
NCF(e) is the maximal weight of a subprobability distri-
bution b on global assignments OX
′
such that b|C′ ≤ eC′
for any C ′ ∈ M′. Let be be such a probability distribu-
tion of maximal weight i.e. the corresponding vector b∗
is an optimal solution to the LP (3).
Define f∗be a subprobability distribution on OX by,
for any g ∈ OX ,
(f∗be)(g) :=
∑
g′∈OX′ ,g′◦f=g
be(g
′) . (16)
Note that this f∗be has the same weight as be since each
g′ ∈ OX′ contributes to a single g ∈ OX .
For any C ∈M and s ∈ OC , we have
f∗be|C(s)
= { definition of marginalisation }∑
g∈OX ,g|C=s
f∗be(g)
= { definition of f∗be, eq. (16) }∑
g∈OX ,g|C=s
∑
g′∈OX′ ,g′◦f=g
be(g
′)
= ∑
g′∈OX′ ,(g′◦f)|C=s
be(g
′)
= ∑
g′∈OX′ ,g′|f(C)◦f |C=s
be(g
′)
= ∑
t∈Of(C),t◦f |C=s
∑
g′∈OX′ ,g′|f(C)=t
be(g
′)
= { definition of marginalisation }∑
t∈Of(C),t◦f |C=s
be|f(C)(t)
≤ { be|f(C) is subdistribution of ef(C) }∑
t∈Of(C),t◦f |C=s
ef(C)(t)
= { definition of f∗e }
(f∗e)C(s)
i.e. f∗be corresponds to a feasible solution to the LP for
model f∗e. Hence,
NCF(f∗e) ≥ w(f∗be) = w(be) = NCF(e) .
Coarse-graining of outcomes. Let e be a model
in 〈X,M, O′〉 and h : O′ −→ O. Again, write be for
a subprobability distribution on O′X of maximal weight
NCF(e) satisfying be|C ≤ eC for all C ∈M.
Define be/h a subprobability distribution on O
X by,
for any g ∈ OX ,
(be/h)(g) :=
∑
g′∈O′X ,h◦g′=g
be(g
′) . (17)
Similarly, note that be/h has the same weight as be since
each g′ ∈ O′X contributes to a single g ∈ OX .
For any C ∈M and s ∈ OC , we have
(be/h)|C(s)
= { definition of marginalisation }∑
g∈OX ,g|C=s
(be/h)(g)
= { definition of be/h, eq. (17) }∑
g∈OX ,g|C=s
∑
g′∈O′X ,h◦g′=g
be(g
′)
= ∑
g′∈O′X ,(h◦g′)|C=s
be(g
′)
= ∑
g′∈O′X ,h◦g′|C=s
be(g
′)
= ∑
s′∈O′C ,h◦s′=s
∑
g′∈O′X ,g′|C=s′
be(g
′)
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= { definition of marginalisation }∑
s′∈O′C ,h◦s′=s
be|C(s′)
≤ { be|C is subdistribution of eC }∑
s′∈O′C ,h◦s′=s
eC(s
′)
= { definition of e/h }
(e/h)C(s)
i.e. be/h corresponds to a feasible solution to the LP for
model e/h. Therefore,
NCF(e/h) ≥ w(be/h) = w(be) = NCF(e) .
Mixing. Let e1 and e2 be models in 〈X,M, O〉 and
λ ∈ [0, 1]. Note that in terms of vector representation we
have vλe1+(1−λ)e2 = λve1 + (1− λ)ve2 .
Let b∗i be an optimal solution to the LP (3) relative
to model ei (i ∈ {1, 2}), and set b := λb∗1 + (1 − λ)b∗2.
Then, b ≥ 0 follows from non-negativity of b∗1 and b∗2,
and moreover
Mb
=
M (λb∗1 + (1− λ)b∗2)
= { linearity }
λMb∗1 + (1− λ)Mb∗2
≤ { feasibility of b∗i , Mb∗i ≤ vei }
λve1 + (1− λ)ve2
=
vλe1+(1−λ)e2 .
This means that b is a feasible solution to the LP relative
to the model λe1+(1−λ)e2, achieving the following value
of the objective function:
1 · b
=
1 · (λb∗1 + (1− λ)b∗2)
= { linearity }
λ(1 · b∗1) + (1− λ)(1 · b∗2)
= { optimality of b∗i , 1 · b∗i = NCF(ei) }
λNCF(e1) + (1− λ)NCF(e2) .
Since NCF(λe1 + (1 − λ)e2) is the optimal (maximum)
value for this primal LP, we have that
NCF(λe1 + (1− λ)e2) ≥ λNCF(e1) + (1− λ)NCF(e2)
as desired.
Product. Let e1 and e2 be models on 〈X1,M1, O〉
and 〈X2,M2, O〉, respectively. Note that global as-
signments for the scenario 〈X1 unionsq X2,M1 ?M2, O〉 are
in bijective correspondence with tuples 〈g1, g2〉 where
gi : Xi −→ O is a global assignment for 〈Xi,Mi, O〉
(i ∈ {1, 2}). Similarly, contexts C ∈ M1 ?M2 are
those of the form C = C1 unionsq C2 with Ci ∈ Mi, hence
they are in bijective correspondence with pairs 〈C1, C2〉
of contexts with Ci ∈ Mi. Consequently, local as-
signments 〈C1 unionsq C2 ∈ M1 ?M2, s : C1 unionsq C2 −→ O〉
of the scenario 〈X1 unionsq X2,M1 ? M2, O〉 are in bijec-
tive correspondence with pairs of local assignments for
each of the scenarios, i.e. pairs 〈〈C1, s1〉, 〈C2, s2〉〉 with
〈Ci ∈Mi, si : Ci −→ O〉. We use these equivalent repre-
sentations to index the representation of empirical mod-
els as vectors, the incidence matrix, etc. for the scenario
〈X1 unionsqX2,M1 ?M2, O〉.
Observe that, in terms of the vector representations,
the product empirical model e1 ⊗ e2 is concisely written
as ve1⊗e2 = ve1 ⊗ ve2 , since for any local assignments
〈Ci ∈Mi, si : Ci −→ O〉,
ve1⊗e2 [〈s1, s2〉] = ve1 [s1]ve2 [s2] .
Moreover, if M1 and M2 are the incidence matrices for
each of the measurement scenarios, then the incidence
matrix M for the scenario 〈X1 unionsq X2,M1 ?M2, O〉 is
precisely M = M1 ⊗M2 since, for global assignments
gi : Xi −→ O and local assignments 〈Ci ∈ Mi, si :
Ci −→ O〉,
M[〈g1, g2〉, 〈〈C1, s1〉, 〈C2, s2〉〉]
=
{
1 if 〈g1, g2〉|C1unionsqC2 = 〈s1, s2〉;
0 otherwise.
=
{
1 if g1|C1 = s1 and g2|C2 = s2;
0 otherwise.
= M1[g1, 〈C1, s1〉]M2[g2, 〈C2, s2〉] .
Let b∗1 and b
∗
2 be optimal solutions to the primal LP
(3) relative to e1 and e2, respectively, and set b := b
∗
1 ⊗
b∗2. Then we have b ≥ 0 from the non-negativity of the
b∗i , and moreover
Mb
=
(M1 ⊗M2) (b∗1 ⊗ b∗2)
=
(M1 b
∗
1)⊗ (M2 b∗2)
≤ { by feasibility of b∗i , Mi b∗i ≤ vei }
ve1 ⊗ ve2
=
ve1⊗e2 ,
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hence b is a feasible solution to the primal LP relative
to e1 ⊗ e2, achieving the following value of the objective
function:
1 · b
=
(1⊗ 1) · (b∗1 ⊗ b∗2)
=
(1 · b∗1)(1 · b∗2)
= { by optimality of b∗i , 1 · b∗i = NCF(e1) }
NCF(e1)NCF(e2) .
Since NCF(e1 ⊗ e2) is the optimal (maximum) value for
this primal LP, we have that
NCF(e1 ⊗ e2) ≥ NCF(e1)NCF(e2) .
For the opposite inequality, we follow an analogous ar-
gument using the dual LP (4). Let y∗1 and y
∗
2 be optimal
solutions to the dual LP for e1 and e2, respectively, and
set y := y∗1 ⊗ y∗2. Then we have y ≥ 0 from the non-
negativity of the y∗i , and moreover
Mᵀ y
=
(Mᵀ1 ⊗Mᵀ2) (y∗1 ⊗ y∗2)
=
(Mᵀ1 y
∗
1)⊗ (Mᵀ2 y∗2)
≥ { by feasibility of y∗i , Mᵀi y∗i ≥ 1 }
1⊗ 1
=
1
hence y is a feasible solution to the dual LP relative to
e1 ⊗ e2, achieving the following value of the objective
function:
y · ve1⊗e2
=
(y∗1 ⊗ y∗2) · (ve1 ⊗ ve2)
=
(y∗1 · ve1)(y∗2 · ve2)
= { by optimality of y∗i , y∗i · vei = NCF(ei) }
NCF(e1)NCF(e2) .
Since NCF(e1 ⊗ e2) is the optimal (minimum) value for
this dual LP, we have that
NCF(e1 ⊗ e2) ≤ NCF(e1)NCF(e2) .
Choice. Let e1 and e2 be models on 〈X1,M1, O〉
and 〈X2,M2, O〉, respectively, and consider the model
e1&e2 on 〈X1unionsqX2,M1unionsqM2, O〉. Write be1&e2 for a sub-
probability distribution on global assignments OX1unionsqX2 ∼=
OX1×OX2 of maximal weight NCF(e1 &e2) that satisfies
be1&e2 |C ≤ (e1 & e2)C for any C ∈M1 unionsqM2.
For i ∈ {1, 2}, define a subprobability distribution bi
on OXi by bi := be1&e2 |Xi . Note that each bi has the same
weight as be1&e2 . Then, for any C ∈Mi and s ∈ OC , we
have
bi|C(s)
= { definition of bi }
(be1&e2 |Xi)|C(s)
=
be1&e2 |C(s)
≤ { by feasibility of be1&e2 for e1 & e2 }
(e1 & e2)C(s)
= { definition of e1 & e2 }
(ei)C(s)
That is, bi corrresponds to a feasible solution of the LP
for the model ei, implying that
NCF(ei) ≥ w(bi) = w(be1&e2) = NCF(e1 & e2) .
Therefore, NCF(e1 & e2) ≤ min{NCF(e1),NCF(e2)}.
For the opposite inequality, let be1 and be2 be sub-
probability distributions on OX1 and OX2 , respectively,
corresponding to optimal solutions to the LP for e1 and
e2, respectively. The goal is to define a subprobability
distribution b on OX1unionsqX2 ∼= OX1 × OX2 with weight
w(b) = min{w(be1), w(be2)} such that
b|X1 ≤ be1 and b|X2 ≤ be2 . (18)
This condition guarantees that this is a feasible solution
to the LP for e1&e2, since, for any context C ∈M1unionsqM2,
writing i for the component to which C belongs, we have:
b|C
=
b|Xi |C
≤ { by eq. (18): b|Xi ≤ bei }
bei |C
≤ { by feasibility of bei for ei }
(ei)C
= { definition of e1 & e2 }
(e1 & e2)C
This in turn implies that
NCF(e1 & e2) ≥ w(b)
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= min{w(be1), w(be2)}
= min{NCF(e1),NCF(e2)} .
It thus remains to show that this b can be contructed.
This is achieved by Lemma 6 proved below.
Lemma 5. Let bS and bT be subprobability distributions
on sets S and T , respectively, with the same weight w.
Then there exists a subprobability distribution b on S×T
with weight w whose marginals are the original subdistri-
butions.
Proof. Let S+ ⊆ S and T+ ⊆ T stand for the (finite) sup-
ports of the distributions bS and bT , respectively. Choose
(any) total orderings of the sets S+ and T+, i.e. :
S+ = {s1, . . . , sn} and T+ = {t1, . . . , tm} .
Define the functions LS , RS : S+ −→ [0, w] as follows:
for each si ∈ S+,
LS(si) :=
∑
1≤j<i
bS(sj)
RS(si) :=
∑
1≤j≤i
bS(sj) .
Note that bS(s) = RS(s) − LS(s), and moreover that
RS(si) = LS(si+1) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. RT and
LT are defined analogously based on the subprobability
distribution bT .
The subprobability distribution b on S×T is given, for
any s ∈ S+ and t ∈ T+, as
b(s, t) := min{RS(s), RT (t)} 	max{LS(s), LT (t)}
where r	 l := max{r− l, 0}, and by b(s, t) := 0 whenever
s ∈ S \ S+ or t ∈ T \ T+.
We show that b|S = bS ; the proof that b|T = bT is anal-
ogous. Note that this also means that w(b) = w(bS) = w.
Each s ∈ S+ determines a partition of T+ into the
following disjoint subsets (the letters stand for ‘to the
left’, ‘overlapping’, and ‘to the right’):
Ls := {t ∈ T+ | RT (t) ≤ LS(s)}
Os := {t ∈ T+ | LS(s) < RT (t) ∧ LT (t) < RS(s)}
Rs := {t ∈ T+ | LT (t) ≥ RS(s)}
These sets satisfy the property that l < o < r for
any tl ∈ Ls, to ∈ Os, and tr ∈ Rs. Observe that
b(s, t) 6= 0 if and only if t ∈ Os, and in that case,
b(s, t) = min{RS(s), RT (t)} −max{LS(s), LT (t)}.
Since RS(s) − LS(s) = bS(s) > 0, one must have
Os 6= ∅. So, let tp and tu be, respectively, the first and
last elements of Os (note that we are not excluding the
possibility that Os has a single element; in that case we
merely have p = u). Observe that
max{LS(s), LT (tp)} = LS(s) ,
for otherwise RT (tp−1) = LT (tp) > LS(s) meaning that
tp−1 6∈ Ls, which would contradict the minimality of tp
in Os. On the other hand, for any other element of Os,
i.e. for any tj with p < j ≤ u,
max{LS(s), LT (tj)} = LT (tj) ,
for otherwise LS(s) > LT (tj) ≥ RT (tp) and we would
have tp 6∈ Os, a contradiction.
Dually, we have
min{RS(s), RT (tu)} = RS(s) ,
and
min{RS(s), RT (tj)} = RT (tj)
for any tj with p ≤ j < u.
Therefore,
b|S(s)
= ∑
t∈Os
b(s, t)
= ∑
p≤j≤u
(min{RS(s), RT (tj)} −max{LS(s), LT (tj)})
=
min{RS(s), RT (tu)}+
∑
p≤j<u
min{RS(s), RT (tj)}
−
∑
p<j≤u
max{LS(s), LT (tj)} −max{LS(s), LT (tp)}
=
RS(s) +
∑
p≤j<u
RT (tj)−
∑
p<j≤u
LT (tj)− LS(s)
=
RS(s) +
∑
p≤j<u
LT (tj+1)−
∑
p<j≤u
LT (tj)− LS(s)
=
RS(s) +
∑
p<j≤u
LT (tj)−
∑
p<j≤u
LT (tj)− LS(s)
=
RS(s)− LS(S)
=
bS(s)
Lemma 6. Let bS and bT be subprobability distribution
on sets S and T , respectively. Then there exists a sub-
probability distribution b on S × T with weight w(b) =
min{w(bS), w(bT )} such that b|S ≤ bS and b|T ≤ bT .
Proof. If one of the distributions has zero weight, the
result is obvious, so let w(bS), w(bT ) > 0. Without loss
of generality, assume w(bS) ≤ w(bT ) and renormalise bT
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by the shrinking factor w(bS)w(bT ) , yielding a subprobability
distribution b′T that is a subdistribution of bT and has
the same weight as bS . The result then follows from
Lemma 5.
D. Contextual fraction and l2-MBQC (Proof of
Theorem 3)
We recall (and rephrase) from [2] the definitions
of measurement-based quantum computation with Z2-
linear classical processing (l2-MBQC). A computation of
this kind is performed by a parity computer, acting as the
classical control to choose measurement settings and pro-
cessing outcomes, with access to a resource in the form
of an empirical model on a multipartite scenario.
Note that in an (n, 2, 2) Bell scenario—i.e. a scenario
where n parties can each choose between performing one
of two different measurements, which may each yield one
of two possible outcomes—the measurement contexts,
which comprise a choice of measurement setting for each
party, can be represented by a vector in 2n. Similarly, a
joint outcome may also be represented as a vector in 2n.
Therefore, such an empirical model e determines a func-
tion 2n −→ D(2n) that associates to each (measurement)
vector q ∈ 2n the probability distribution eq on outcome
vectors in 2n.
An l2-MBQC with m bits of input and l bits of output
using an n-partite resource consists of:
• a pre-processing n×m Z2-matrix Q;
• a post-processing l × n Z2-matrix Z;
• an n×n strictly lower triangular Z2-matrix T rep-
resenting the flow;
• an empirical model on the (n, 2, 2) Bell scenario.
We shall often denote an l2-MBQC as a pair 〈K, e〉 where
K is the description of the classical processing (the triple
of matrices 〈Q,T,Z〉) and e the empirical model used as
a resource.
Each execution starts with a vector i ∈ 2m of inputs
and calculates a vector o ∈ 2l of outputs, using two in-
termediate vectors q, s ∈ 2n, proceeding according to:
q := Qi+Ts , o := Zs , (19)
and with s obtained from q by sampling the distribution
eq – i.e. by performing the measurements, using the re-
source. Note that in actual fact the distribution is not
sampled at once, since parties may be asked to perform
their measurements at different times. Indeed, the deci-
sion of which measurement to perform on a party may
depend on the outcome of the measurement already per-
formed by other parties, as is clear from the way the
vector q is obtained. The reason for T being strictly
lower triangular is exactly to ensure that there is an or-
der in which the computation may be performed (the
point is that the j-th component of the vector q, q[j],
i.e. the measurement to be performed by the j-th party,
can only depend on the values of s[i] with i < j, i.e. on
the outcomes of the measurements performed at parties
with index strictly smaller than j). But the fact that
e satisfies the no-signalling condition guarantees that a
subset of the measurements of a context may be per-
formed unambiguously without the knowledge of what
the full context will be.
Note that this execution is probabilistic. As such, the
l2-MBQC 〈K, e〉 determines a map JK, eK : 2m −→ D(2l)
associating to each input bit string a distribution on out-
put bit strings: given i ∈ 2m and o ∈ 2l, JK, eK(i)(o)
is the probability of obtaining output bit string o when
performing the computation 〈K, e〉 with input bit string
i.
The first ingredient necessary to state the result is a
measure of success of the computation in implementing
a particular objective function. Consider a function f :
2m −→ 2l, which one aims to implement. The l2-MBQC
〈K, e〉 evaluates f with worst-case success probability
p
〈K,e〉,f
S := min
i∈2m
JK, eK(i)(f i) ,
and with average success probability
p¯
〈K,e〉,f
S :=
1
2m
∑
i∈2m
JK, eK(i)(f i) . (20)
We shall omit the upper indices if they are clear from the
context. Clearly, we always have pS ≤ p¯S .
We now introduce a measure of the hardness of the
problem one aims to implement. Since linear functions
are the free computations in this model, this expresses
how much the objective function deviates from being lin-
ear. The average distance between two Boolean func-
tions f, g : 2m −→ 2l is given by
d˜(f, g) :=
1
2m
| {i ∈ 2m | f(i) 6= g(i)} | . (21)
The average distance of f to the closest linear function
is denoted by
ν˜(f) := min
{
d˜(f, h) | h : 2m −→ 2l Z2-linear
}
. (22)
We can now present a proof of the result that relates
the hardness of the problem, the probability of success,
and the contextual fraction of the resource. This sharp-
ens ideas implicit in the proof of [2, Lemma 1].
Theorem 3. Let f : 2m −→ 2l be a Boolean function
and consider an l2-MBQC that uses the empirical model
e to compute f with average success probability p¯S over
all 2m possible inputs, and corresponding average failure
probability p¯F = 1− p¯S. Then, p¯F ≥ NCF(e)ν˜(f).
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Proof. Write e = NCF(e)eNC + CF(e)eSC , and consider
the l2-MBQCs 〈K, eNC〉 and 〈K, eSC〉 that correspond to
using the same classical processing as our l2-MBQC of
interest but using the empirical model eNC (resp. eSC)
instead of e. Then, we have that, for any input i ∈ 2m,
JK, eK(i) = NCF(e)JK, eNCK(i) + CF(e)JK, eSCK(i) .
(23)
and so
p¯
〈K,e〉,f
S
= { definition of p¯S , eq. (20) }
1
2m
∑
i∈2m
JK, eK(i)(f i)
= { decomposition of the computation 〈K, e〉, eq. (23) }
1
2m
∑
i∈2m
(NCF(e)JK, eNCK(i)(f i)
+ CF(e)JK, eSCK(i)(f i))
= { distributivity and definition of p¯S , eq. (20) (twice) }
NCF(e) p¯
〈K,eNC〉,f
S + CF(e) p¯
〈K,eSC〉,f
S
We can bound the probability of success by ignoring
what happens when the strongly contextual part of the
resource is used (i.e. assuming that it always suceeds in
that case):
p¯
〈K,e〉,f
S ≤ NCF(e) p¯〈K,e
NC〉,f
S + CF(e) .
Hence,
p¯
〈K,e〉,f
F ≥ NCF(e) p¯〈K,e
NC〉,f
F .
That is, the computation will fail to compute f at least
when the non-contextual part of the resource is used and
fails to compute f , thus the overall average probability of
failure will be at least the average probability of failure
of the non-contextual part of the resource multiplied by
the weight of this part, i.e. the non-contextual fraction.
It remains to show that the average probability of fail-
ure of a non-contextual empirical model is at least ν(f).
One can similarly break down eNC into a convex combi-
nation of deterministic non-contextual empirical models,
eNC =
∑
g∈OX
d(g)δg
with d a distribution on OX , where we write δg for the
deterministic model determined by the global assignment
g ∈ OX , for which (δg)C is the delta distribution at g|C .
By a similar derivation as above, we have
JK, eNCK(i) = ∑
g∈OX
d(g) JK, δgK(i) ,
and then
p¯
〈K,e〉,f
F =
∑
g∈OX
d(g) p¯
〈K,δg〉,f
F .
So, it is enough to show that the average probability of
failure for any deterministic non-contextual model δg is
at least ν(f).
Note that computation by 〈K, δg〉 is always determin-
istic, hence there is a function hK,g : 2m −→ 2l such
that
JK, δgK(i)(o) = δ(hK,g(i),o) = {1 if hK,g(i) = o
0 otherwise
(24)
Moreover, this function hK,g is linear, as shown by
Raussendorf [2, Theorem 2]. The proof of this fact es-
sentially comes down to the fact that this function is ob-
tained from composition of several linear functions. The
crux of the matter is the transformation from q to s (a
map 2n −→ 2n), when determined by a global assignment
g as is the case here, can be seen to be built from n maps
of type 2 −→ 2, each of which is necessarily Z2-linear,
as are all functions of this type. Consequently, one can
write s = diag(d)q + c for some n-component vectors d
and c. Combining this with eq. (19), one obtains
o = Zs = Z(In − diag(d)T)−1(diag(d)Qi+ c) ,
where invertibility of In−diag(d)T follows from T being
strictly lower triangular. This shows that o is a given
as a linear function of i when the map from q to s is
determined by a global assignment; that is, hK,g is linear.
As a consequence, we have that
p¯
〈K,δg〉,f
F
=
1− p¯〈K,δg〉,fS
= { definition of p¯S , eq. (20) }
1− 1
2m
∑
i∈2m
JK, δgK(i)(f i)
= { expanding JK, δgK by eq. (24) }
1− 1
2m
∑
i∈2m
δ(hK,g(i), f i)
=
1− 1
2m
∣∣{i ∈ 2m | hK,g(i) = f i}∣∣
=
1
2m
∣∣{i ∈ 2m | hK,g(i) 6= f i}∣∣
= { definition of average distance, eq. (21) }
d˜(hK,g, f)
≥ { definition of ν˜, eq. (22), since hK,g is linear }
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ν˜(f) ,
which concludes the proof.
E. Contextual fraction and games
We expand here on the last paragraph of the main text.
We discuss an interpretation of the result of Theorem 1
in light of the logical description of Bell inequalities from
[15]. This yields a result with a similar flavour to that of
Theorem 3 relating the hardness of a task, its probability
of success, and the contextual fraction of the resource
used.
A constraint system is a specified by a tuple 〈V,D,Γ〉,
where V is a finite set of variables, D a finite set called
the domain, and Γ a finite set of formulae on the variables
in V . We write V (φ) for the variables that appear in the
formula φ ∈ Γ.
We consider the following task. Given a formula
φ ∈ Γ as input, one must reply with an assignment
s : V (φ) −→ D of domain values to each variable that
appears in the formula. Thus, a probabilistic strategy is
a family {pφ}φ∈Γ where pφ is a probability distribution
over DV (φ). A strategy is considered valid if these prob-
abilities satisfy the following compatibility condition:
∀φ1, φ2 ∈ Γ, pφ1 |V (φ1)∩V (φ2) = pφ2 |V (φ1)∩V (φ2)
The idea is that, averaging over several runs, one should
give consistent answers for the same variable apearing in
different formulae. In specific cases where this game can
be interpreted as a multi-player nonlocal game (see be-
low), this condition corresponds to the imposed require-
ment of no communication between players.
The goal is to answer with an assignment s : V (φ) −→
D that satisfies the input formula φ (written s |= φ) as
often as possible, while following a valid strategy. The
average probability of success of a strategy {pφ}φ∈Γ
is given by
pS :=
1
|Γ|
∑
φ∈Γ
∑
s∈DV (φ),s|=φ
pφ(s)
where we are assuming that all input formulae are equally
probable.
Since the aim is to jointly satisfy a set of formulae, the
notion of k-consistency is a measure of the hardness of
the task. A set of formulae is said to be k-consistent if at
most k can be jointly satisfied by an assignment. If our
set Γ of n formulae is k-consistent, the fraction (n−k)n is
a normalised measure of the hardness of the task.
Note that all this is simply an alternative way of for-
mulating measurement scenarios and empirical models.
We can consider a scenario 〈X,M, O〉 given by X = V ,
O = D, and with the contexts in M being the maximal
sets of the form V (φ) with φ ∈ Γ. Then, a valid strategy
is simply a (no-signalling) empirical model for this sce-
nario. As such, we can speak of its contextual fraction.
The particular case of Bell scenarios corresponds to
a multi-player game where each player is responsible to
answer for certain variables and where at most one vari-
able from each player may appear in each formula φ ∈ Γ.
This is a nonlocal game as considered e.g. in [29, 30], and
there the validity condition on the strategy can be mo-
tivated as imposing no communication between players.
In fact, there is a way of converting a general constraint
satisfaction task into a two-player nonlocal game in such
a way that the imposition of no-communication captures
the strategy validity requirement. This transformation
yields an interesting correspondence even at the level of
quantum realisability [29–32], where it can be seen as es-
tablishing a tight connection between strong nonlocality
and state-independent contextuality [32]. However, we
shall not expand on this point here.
Combining our Theorem 1 with the logical description
of Bell inequalities from [15], we obtain the following re-
sult.
Theorem 4. Let 〈V,D,Γ〉 be a constraint system where
Γ is k-consistent, and consider a valid strategy {pφ}φ∈Γ
with average probability of success pS, and corresponding
average probability of failure pF := 1− pS. Then,
pF ≥ NCF(p)n− k
k
.
Proof. From [15, Proposition V.1], the k-consistent set of
formulae Γ gives the Bell inequality∑
φ∈Γ
∑
s∈DV (φ)
s|=φ
pφ(s) ≤ k
with algebraic bound equal to n = |Γ|. Note that the
left-hand side is equal to n pS .
By Theorem 1, we must have that the normalised vi-
olation of this Bell inequality by (the empirical model
corresponding to) the strategy {pφ}φ∈Γ is at most CF(p):
max{0, n pS − k}
n− k ≤ CF(p) .
By substituting (1−pF ) for pS and (1−NCF(p)) for CF(p)
and simplifying, this easily seen to be equivalent to the
desired relation.
